Verify AP Scores

Before you enroll, it is important to verify any and all AP scores that you have sent to the university. Start by logging into your MyUCSC portal.

Click on the My Academics tile, then click Test Scores in the sidebar. Click View All and search for your AP scores. Be sure that it says APV next to your scores as opposed to AP. AP indicates that it is your self-reported score, APV indicates the school has verified the score.

You can also click on Course History in the sidebar to view if your AP scores have replaced a class or given you GE credit. If it has replaced a course, it will appear as the name of that course with a T in the grade column. If it just gives general credit it will appear in Course history as “Test Credit” and a T will appear in the grade column. A GE replacement will appear as the name of that GE.
If for any reason your score is not appearing, please fill out the Review of Transfer Credit form. Your score may not appear if the name on the submitted test score is different from the name the university has on file for you - for instance, if the score says Ben and the university has your name as Benjamin.

Your score could also have been lost somewhere in the process or there is always the possibility that you did not send your scores to the right school. Be sure to double check this on the college board website. Once your score is confirmed, be sure to check the AP/IB chart to see if your scores satisfy any prerequisites or GEs. This is vital to do BEFORE enrollment so that you are able to enroll in any classes that may rely on having an AP score cover a prereq.

For instance, if you received a five on the AP Biology exam, both Bio 20A and Bio 20B will appear in your course history as having been completed, and you will be able to enroll in other Bio classes that require 20A and 20B as prerequisites.